
RecordPoint overview

Find, understand, and control your data and information,  
no matter where it lives to reduce risk and stay compliant

Put your organization in the best position to 

respond to a data breach or ransomware attack 

by understanding your customers’ private data, 

where it’s located, and how to protect it based 

on its criticality and sensitivity.  

RecordPoint has a proven track record of 

working with highly regulated organizations  

in the United States, Canada and around the 

globe, helping their teams manage risk across 

the entire data lifecycle from creation to 

retention and disposition.   

Discover where your data lives 
and what’s in it 

Identify and categorize your structured 
and unstructured data to store, minimize, 
or migrate confidently. 

Keep your data correctly 
labeled and filed  

Manage electronic and physical records 
– carry out legal holds, retention, and 
disposal – all with audit history. 

Identify your customers’ 
sensitive data  

Detect sensitive data to meet privacy 
regulations, take action to keep it safe  
or defensibly dispose. 

Easily migrate or remove  
your data

Minimize privacy risks and data storage 
costs by only keeping the business data 
you need. 



Stay compliant with full lifecycle management
Information management professionals must navigate 

complex regulatory compliance, encompassing  

multiple regulations, standards, and legal requirements,  

while constantly facing the looming risk of penalties 

from regulators.

RecordPoint offers one central place to manage  

all your information, ensuring you can provide  

the evidence necessary for audits, legal disputes,  

or regulatory inspections. 

Key features and capabilities 

Data privacy

 PII and PCI detection

 Privacy dashboard  


Data minimization

 Defensible dispositio

 Disposal approval workflows

Data inventory and categorizatio

 Connect to hundreds of systems

 Duplicate and ROT detection

 Metadata enrichment from 

external or third-party systems

 Pre-built reporting dashboards

 Rules based classification

 Automated AI/ML powered 

classification

Records management  

 Electronic and physical record

 Multi-level file plan

 Retention schedules 

 Legal holds and loan managemen

 Full audit trails

 Search and discovery

Good cyber security starts with great information governance
Organizations are inevitably targeted by cybercriminals 

or unauthorized access, and the risks are exacerbated 

by the practice of data hoarding, where data is 

excessively accumulated and retained without  

clear purpose or justification.

RecordPoint extends beyond traditional records 

management by identifying sensitive information, so 

you can make informed decisions. By understanding 

potentially compromised information you can better 

respond to a breach. 

Mitigate risk with seamless transition of information 
During mergers or acquisitions, a significant challenge 

arises in transitioning business records, requiring the 

inventorying of incoming information. This is often 

terabytes of data scattered across multiple sites.

RecordPoint can mitigate this risk with a comprehensive 

data inventory identifying PII and ROT across structured 

and unstructured data repositories and file shares. 

Learn more about the  
RecordPoint Data Trust Platform
Find, understand and control your data and information,  

no matter where it lives to reduce risk and stay compliant.

Schedule a Demo


